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UPDATED APPALACHIAN TRAIL INVENTORY PROCESS 
 
Background 
 
In 2014, APPA and ATC decided to take a year-long break from the 5-year Trail Assessment Cycle to evaluate 
two full sets of data (one from 2004-2008 and one from 2009-2014) for the entire Trail.  During the 
development of APPA’s business plan, the trail assessment data was found to be missing critical information 
needed to create accurate CRVs (Current Replacement Values) and meet FMSS (Facility Management System 
Software) needs. CRVs are used to capture the value of each NPS (National Park Service) asset (shelters, 
privies, bridges, section of treadway, etc.) and estimate what it would cost to replace it “from scratch”.  This 
critical FMSS information is used to prioritize NPS funding, as the Park Service is directed to fund projects that 
will show the highest return on investment. 
 
The business plan revealed that the overall CRV for Appalachian Trail treadway is $7.31, which is 
approximately six times lower per linear foot than similar treadway at other National Parks (Great Smoky 
Mountains, Shenandoah, Delaware Water Gap).  Ultimately, this means that if the A.T. treadway CRV is low, 
and trail project costs are high, the CRV will not show a good return on investment.  As a result, APPA’s 
projects will not score well within the PMIS (Project Management Information Software), and vital professional 
and youth trail crew projects may go unfunded.  It was concluded that in order to bring APPA’s CRVs up to an 
appropriate level, all A.T. treadway features (small footbridges, waterbars, puncheon, etc.) will need to be 
inventoried, and information missing from shelter, privy, bridge, and campsite records will need to be captured.  
 
 
New Trail Inventory Plan 
 
Since Fall 2014, APPA and ATC have been working on a new trail-wide inventory process to capture additional 
information needed for entry into FMSS. The process aims at collecting more detailed information than was 
collected on previous trail assessments, so NPS can more accurately capture the cost of A.T. features and 
compete better for project funding.  
 
Beginning in mid-June 2015, ATC plans to hire a series of seasonal field staff to help collect information on the 
main A.T. treadway and side trails. Seasonal staff will collect surface and width information, take detailed 
measurements and pictures of trail facilities (bridges, campsites, shelters, privies, parking areas, and signs), 
and record location information using new Global Positioning System (GPS) Trimble units and software.   
 
ATC will work with the clubs to collect non-GPS required trail information, including the total number of 
waterbars, check-steps/check-dams, drainage dips, stone steps, and other features, as well as total square feet 
of select features, such as boardwalk, corduroy, puncheon, and turnpike.   
 
NPS staff and contractors will work on collecting information on A.T. facility related assets such as dams, water 
systems, large buildings, roads, and maintain landscapes. 
 
 
Club Involvement 
 
Attached is a draft treadway inventory reporting form. This lists the information we are looking to gather along 
the main A.T. treadway and associated side trails in regards to treadway features. We do not need a GPS 
location for these features, simply the total number or total square feet of these treadway features. We are 
asking that features be recorded by maintainer section, that is, one form be filled out for each maintainer 
section. We will provide maps and listing of maintainer sections, along with starting and ending points, for 
reference. In addition to a paper form, an electronic excel form will also be provided for those that wish to utilize 
smartphone or tablet technology to fill out this information. 
 
We are looking for feedback on this form and process! Please review and let us know what you think. 
 
 
For additional information or to provide input, please contact Acting APPA Facility Manager Keith Stegall 
at Keith_Stegall@nps.gov or 304-535-4001. 
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DRAFT�Ͳ�Appalachian�Trail�Ͳ�Treadway�Inventory�Report�Ͳ�DRAFT�
�

Your�Name:�_________________________________________�����Date:��_______________________�
�

Club:�_____________________________________________________________________________�
�

Maintainer�Section:�_________________________________________________________________�
�

Start�Point:�_____________________________���End�Point:�_________________________________�
�

Item� Working�Tally Total�#

Chain/Cable� �
Checkdam�–�Rock� �
Checkdam�–�Wood� �
Checkdam�–�Concrete� �
Culvert�–�Rock� �
Culvert�–�Wood� �
Culvert�–�Metal�� �
Culvert�–�Plastic� �
Drainage�Dip�/�Swale� �
Drainage�Ditch� �
French�Drain� �
Iron�Rung� �
Ladder� �
Pavers�(nonͲnative�brick/stone)� �
Step��–�Rock� �
Step�–�Wood� �
Step�–�Concrete� �
Step�–�Metal� �
Step�Stones� �
Waterbar�Ͳ�Rock� �
Waterbar�Ͳ�Wood� �
Waterbar�Ͳ�Other� �
Other:�____________________� �
Item� Working�Tally Total�Sq�Ft

Boardwalk�–�Wood� �
Boardwalk�–�Composite� �
Boardwalk�–�Metal�(Grate)� �
Corduroy�–�Wood� �
Crush�&�Fill� �
Puncheon�/�Bog�Bridge�–�Wood� �
Retaining�/�Crib�Wall�–�Rock� �
Retaining�/�Crib�Wall�–�Wood� �
Retaining�/�Crib�Wall�–�Metal� �
Stone�Paving� �
Turnpike�/�Causeway�–�Rock� �
Turnpike�/�Causeway�–�Wood� �
Riprap/Scree� �
Other:�____________________� �
�
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